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Veteran science journalist **John Carey** (“Technical Wizardry,” page 28) wrote for *Newsweek*, *National Wildlife*, and *Business Week* for three decades before going freelance in 2010. Along the way, he’s chased after sea otters and loons, and explained everything from the genome project to why cholesterol numbers aren’t destiny. Between assignments, he dabbles in triathlons.

**Brendan Monroe** (cover and “Express Delivery,” page 4) is an artist and illustrator living and working in Oakland, CA. He makes paintings about microscopic motion, comics about dreams, and blob creature wood sculptures.

Illustrator **Michael Kirkham** (“Defenses Up,” page 22) lives in Edinburgh, Scotland, and thoroughly enjoys drawing pictures for clients all over the world. When not drawing, he likes to swim and row slightly leaky boats in the Lake District with his girlfriend and their two small children.

New York City freelancer **Robin Marantz Henig** (“Straight Shooter,” page 16) writes long-form features about science and medicine for *The New York Times Magazine*, where she is a contributing writer. Her most recent book is *Twentysomething: Why Do Young Adults Seem Stuck*, which she wrote with her twentysomething daughter, Samantha Henig.
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